1078 Gallery Booking Policy
Max Capacity: 180 people standing, 100 seated
Address: 820 Broadway St. Chico CA 95928
Music Director: Joshua Hegg
Cell – 760 822 4664
1078 Office Phone - (530)

343-1973

**Please do not bring any outside alcohol into the gallery!!
**Please take extra precaution is to be taken to not damage the art. The 1078 is first and
foremost a visual art space and to insure that we can keep having performance art as well,
everyone involved needs to make sure the arts safety is a priority!
Sound Reinforcement:
1078 Gallery owns a small but quality PA that sounds good in the space. We have a house
engineer, Matt Franklin*** (http://mattfranklintech.weebly.com/). Please contact him with any
tech related questions.
*** We allow people to use their own engineer if they can demonstrate that they have a high
understanding of live sound. Mr. Franklin's services run at $50 an event (taken out of the artists 70% cut)
Please make contact with 1078 if you'd rather use your own person.

Acoustics:
We want your show to sound great just as much as you do! The room is square with concrete
floors and a non-parallel roof. The room is moderately lively, unusually bright and does not
take kindly to high volume, highly distorted guitars or loud cymbals. Moderate level bands
sound excellent once thirty or more people are in the room. A black drape is hung behind the
stage which reaches from floor to the rafters and absorbs large amounts of sound and light
reflections. As with all venues, be sure to adjust sound and levels to the space.
Loading/Parking:
There is a parking lot in back that leads to the rear entrance, with enough space to unload two
cars at once, or back in a trailer. There are very large double doors in the back. Stage is
street level. Parking is free in the back lot, or there is parallel parking in front of the venue that
is free on weekends and after 6pm weekdays.
Power:
Multiple 20A circuits throughout the venue. Plenty of extension cords and splitters available
We're looking forward to a great show! Any questions feel free to contact us!

